Hearing all the #MeToo testimonies in the media lately has been empowering for many in our society. However, one doesn’t have to travel to Hollywood to uncover stories of sexual abuse. Unfortunately, these stories are being created all around us and never make it to countless ears. These are the untold stories of our most vulnerable children who are our neighbors, the students in our schools, and the little girls and boys living in uncertainty, trauma, and fear each and every day in our communities. These are the stories of our youth in foster care. The following story recounts part of the journey of a young girl placed in one of our foster family homes at Aldea Children and Family Services.

At around 4:45 one morning, I received a call from one of our staff members, Nadira, who was in a panic as she tried to convince a young lady not to leave the foster home of Ms. Halsey. This child, Solice, was about 14, though she looked much older. She was a child who had been in and out of foster homes all her life. She had experienced physical, emotional, and sexual abuse at a very young age, and because her own home was not safe, she tried to escape and find protection in the arms of a pimp, someone who promised her basic needs such as food, shelter, and clothing but who also subjected her body and soul to countless sexual assaults for countless dark nights.
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The commercial sexual exploitation of children (CSEC) is a disturbing concern in our country and one that disproportionately affects the very children we work with. Many victims of sex trafficking have a childhood history of molest, rape, and sexual assault by a family member or close family friend making them four times more likely than their peers to be targeted and victimized by commercial sexual exploitation. Once exploited, the health risks for prostituted youth include sexually transmitted diseases and suicide attempts. One study reports the average life expectancy of a child after getting into prostitution is seven years, with homicide or HIV/AIDS as the main causes of death.

To address this concern, President Obama signed the Preventing Sex Trafficking and Strengthening Families Act into law on Sept. 29, 2014. This law paved the way in establishing much needed attention to the issue of child sex trafficking in this country. Within the new federal legislation were numerous state requirements including:

- Identifying children who are receiving child welfare services who are, or are at risk of becoming, victims of commercial sexual exploitation;
- Documenting these children and reporting to law enforcement;
- Determining appropriate services for these children; and
- Receiving relevant training in the identification, documentation, and determination of appropriate services for these children.

Other requirements included a national advisory committee and policy changes in many states that included decriminalizing the prostituted youth, recognizing them as victims, and securing the necessary treatment and resources.

April marks Sexual Assault Awareness Month in many communities across the nation and we are glad to be highlighting CSEC in this edition of FOCUS. Learn about one teenager’s journey to find security in her foster family. Discover what it takes to build a continuum of care for these youth. You might be surprised to discover what the key intervention is from survivors themselves. And don’t forget to check out the FFTA’s publication on Domestic Minors Sex Trafficking/Commercial Sexual Exploitation of Children that provides resources for identifying and treating these youth specifically for Family Focused Treatment providers. And let us not forget the importance of sexual health education to the youth and families we serve as a prevention.

Happy reading!

_Beverly Johnson, LCSW, is the Chief Program Officer of Lilliput Children’s Services. She is a member of the FFTA Board of Directors and serves as the Chair of the FFTA Editorial Committee._

**EDITOR’S COLUMN**

—by Beverly Johnson, LCSW

Solice had been in Ms. Halsey’s home a couple of times before, in between her AWOLs. On one particular occasion, she had come back into the home in fear and pain after a disturbing couple of nights, having been raped several times. At that time, too, the warm though worried faces of Ms. Halsey and Nadira were present for her. Many times before, Solice had been in pain, and many times she was asked if she would like to go to the doctor. Each time she had refused. Luckily this time, it would be different. Nadira explained to Solice that she would take her to a doctor who understood situations such as hers. She explained to Solice that Dr. Shereen had joined the clinic that Aldea was working closely with. Dr. Shereen had been trained by Aldea staff members whom Solice knew and trusted and was very interested in helping young girls and boys such as she. Nadira told her that she would be right there with her at the medical appointment any time Solice wanted. Thankfully, Solice was able to finally seek the medical attention she so needed. Nadira sat by her and comforted her as she tried to answer the questions Dr. Shereen sensitively asked of her. Dr. Shereen is not only a skilled pediatrician but also passionate about helping young children, especially youth in foster care. Dr. Shereen and some of her key staff had attended informational sessions and received training regarding the dynamics and trauma sensitivity in working with families and youth in foster care.

The journey to connecting with Solice wasn’t easy. Her first couple of placements with Ms. Halsey most often ended with a quick meal, a shower, and Solice leaving the home, not returning for days, weeks, and sometimes months. Recently, this pattern was starting to change. Solice had started to build a relationship with people she was...
familiar with, people who, no matter how much she cursed or ignored them, still managed to show love and affection and care for her. She eventually started staying longer in the home, started to share her stories, her personality, and her thoughts about the future with individuals such as Ms. Halsey and Nadira. For her strength, for making the right choices in taking care of her health, and for choosing not to run, Solice was rewarded with gift cards (something most teenagers would enjoy) for each day she stayed safe in the home. Additionally, just to have some normalcy return to her life, she was taken shopping, out to eat, and to the movies as well as other activities that a child her age should experience without the worry of how many strangers she would have to “service” in order to earn enough for her pimp, who only then would provide her with some food, shelter, or money.

Through their numerous interactions with Solice, Nadira and Ms. Halsey had managed to enter the child’s heart—she trusted them to protect her. That night, she was back with Ms. Halsey, who had accepted her unconditionally, and the dedicated Aldea staff member Nadira, who had spent many hours with her, comforting her as she spoke of her pain, her fears, and her hopes. Unfortunately, that particular night, there was uncertainty. Nadira called me and said a man outside the home was pushing on the gas pedal and asking for Solice to come out. Nadira said that she tried everything she could to convince Solice not to go, but she thought that she had failed, as Solice walked out of the house. That night I could hear the fear, disappointment, and sadness in Nadira’s voice, and I felt that yet another child’s future was lost in the darkness.

Why are we so concerned and called to action?
• According to UNICEF, every 2 minutes, a child is being groomed for sexual exploitation.
• Every year, at least 100,000 children are subjected to sexual exploitation in the United States.
• The average age at which a youth is exploited in the United States is 12.
• It’s a $32 billion-a-year industry.
• Seventy percent of exploited youth report having experienced physical or sexual abuse in their homes.
• Youth who experience sexual abuse are 28 times more likely to be exploited.
• Seventy-eight percent of exploited children had run away four or more times during the past year.

These statistics are numbers, but each number has a life, a generation, and a story attached to it. We have tried to overcome these dreary numbers in some of the following ways:
• **Awareness**: Knowing the problem exists is the first step.
• **Education**: We trained our leadership, our staff and foster families, our foster youth (age appropriately), our service partners, and our community.
• **Fostering Relationships**: If a child who ran from a home was placed back into our agency, we tried, whenever possible, to place that child with the same family and with the same worker.

• **Incentives**: These children are, after all, just children, and they desire the same things that most children their age would like. We provide rewards (e.g., gift cards, going shopping, etc.) for making good choices (e.g., for each day staying and not running away, for getting medical attention, for getting help from an appropriate agency or therapist, etc.).
• **Advocacy**: It is vital to be involved at all levels and to talk about the true needs of this very special group of traumatized and exploited children as well as the foster parents who nurture, protect, and care for them.

And what of the young lady who had left the foster home? Fortunately, her story didn’t end there. Because of the trust our staff member had built over many interactions, Solice came back within a few minutes of going outside. She came back and told the surprised staff member that she had come back because she knew that she was cared for. She was protected from another night of rape, degradation, injury, or possibly even death.

It is a privilege to be able to serve humankind in such a profound way. Thank you to all who are truly present in the lives of our most vulnerable and hurting young boys and girls. Thank you for having the heart that you do. Thank you for being their hope. Thank you for helping pave the way to a brighter future and for changing the course of generations.

**Note:** Names have been changed to protect the identity of the individuals.

Shahrak Chishty is the Senior Director of Social Services at Aldea Children and Family Services in Napa, California. She is a member of the FFTA Editorial Committee.